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The structure and various components of the electron drift velocity are discussed in application to
plasma discharges with the E  B drift. In high density plasmas, the contribution of the
diamagnetic drift can be of the same order magnitude as the E  B drift. It is pointed out that
curvature and gradient drifts associated with magnetic field inhomogeneities manifest themselves
via the electron pressure anisotropy. Estimates show that the components of the diamagnetic drift
related to the electron pressure anisotropy and magnetic field gradients can be important for the
parameters of modern magnetrons and Hall thrusters. Similar additional terms appear in the
momentum balance as mirror forces which may affect the distribution of the electrostatic potential
in Hall devices. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4954994]

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma discharges with the electron E  B drift are
widely used as ion sources in various applications such as
magnetron sputtering1–3 and Hall thrusters for electric
propulsion.4,5 The magnitude of the electron current is an
important parameter characterizing the energetics of such
discharges.6 It has been noted that for the parameters of the
modern magnetrons,1,7 the currents associated with magnetic
curvature and magnetic gradient drifts may be comparable or
larger than that of the E  B drift current. Geometry of the
magnetic field and the associated magnetic field gradients
also were shown to affect the distribution of the electrostatic
potential5,8–10 and the electron cross field transport.11,12 The
currents associated with magnetic gradients are ultimately
related to particle kinetic energy (or thermal pressure), and
thus, depend on the temperature profiles.13 In this paper, we
clarify the structure and the role of the diamagnetic (related
to thermal pressure) contributions to the electron current and
investigate the effect of the magnetic field inhomogeneities
and pressure anisotropy. The role of pressure anisotropy and
magnetic field gradients in the force balance is elucidated. It
is pointed out that magnetic field gradients appear in the diamagnetic current and force balance in combination with
pressure anisotropy.

where b is the unit vector along magnetic field, b ¼ B=B.
The first term in Eq. (2) represents the E  B drift
VE ¼
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Neglecting the electron inertia on the left hand side, one gets
a fluid drift velocity
V ¼ VE þ VP þ V k b ¼
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These are the expressions for the fluid velocity that is for the
mean velocity obtained by averaging over ensemble of many
particles. Note that although these expressions do not involve
explicitly the magnetic field gradients, they are valid for arbitrary geometry of the magnetic field.
The guiding center drift theory14,15 offers an alternative
perspective on particle motion. In this theory, the equations
of motion of individual particles are solved by averaging
method, using the small parameter due to the strong magnetic field x  xce . The averaged drift (guiding center) velocity of an individual particle is given by the expression14,15
2

vD ¼ vE 




(3)

the second is the diamagnetic drift due to electron thermal
pressure

II. FLUID AND PARTICLE DRIFT VELOCITIES

In a strong magnetic field, x  xce ;   xce , the
velocity of the electron fluid can be found from the momentum balance equation in the form

Eb
;
B

mv2?
rB mvk
b
b  ð b  rÞ b

2eB
eB
B

mv2?
bðb  r  bÞ þ vk b;
2eB

(5)

e > 0.
In this form, the guiding center drifts explicitly include
the components of the velocity due to the magnetic field gradients: the gradient drift (the second term) and the curvature
drift (the third term). The key difference between (2) and (5)
is that the velocity in Eq. (5) is for a single particle, while
Eq. (2) is the fluid drift, averaged over many particles. The
relation between (2) and (5) can be found by averaging Eq.
(5) over the particle distribution function
ð
(6)
nhvD i ¼ vD f ðr; v; tÞd 3 v:
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Averaging Equation (5) over the Maxwellian distribution
and using standard vector identities, one can show that the
fluid velocity in (2) and guiding center velocity (5) are
related16 via the magnetization current as follows:
nV ¼ nhvD i  r  M;

cp
b:
eB

Vp ¼ 

mhv2? i ¼ 2T;

1

þ b b  rðpjj  p? Þ  rðpjj  p? Þ;
3

(16)

and

hvk i ¼ Vjj :

Therefore, the curvature and gradient drift (guiding center
drifts) and diamagnetic drift are different representations of
the same phenomena. The curvature and gradient drifts cannot be added to the diamagnetic drift contrary to the assertion made in Ref. 1. For the purposes of calculation of the
electron current (fluid drift) velocity, the expression given in
Eq. (2) is complete and is valid for arbitrary profile of the
magnetic field.

1
B  r  P ¼ ðpjj  p? ÞB  ðb  rÞb  B  pk
2
1
¼ ðpjj  p? ÞB  r? ln B  B  rðpjj  p? Þ:
3
(17)
Here, we have used b  rb ’ r? ln B valid for low plasma
pressure case when the magnetic field can be assumed to be
the vacuum field, r  B ’ 0.
Combining all terms, we obtain for the drift velocity

III. ANISOTROPIC PLASMA PRESSURE EFFECTS

Plasma confined by strong magnetic field may develop
pressure anisotropy in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, pk 6¼ p? . Such anisotropy may also
be related to the particles’ losses along the magnetic field
into the plasma boundary sheath as well as secondary electron emission effects.17–19 Anisotropic pressure adds additional terms to the fluid drifts, and some of these additional
contribution explicitly depend on the magnetic field gradients. The particle drifts in case of anisotropic pressure can
be derived either by direct averaging of the guiding center
equations or using the definitions of parallel and perpendicular plasma pressure
ð
(9)
pjj ¼ m v2jj fd3 v;
(10)
(11)

Alternatively, one can use the momentum balance equation
which includes the electron stress tensor
0 ¼ enðE þ v  BÞ  rp  r  P;

(15)

r  P ¼ ðpjj  p? Þðbr  b þ b  rbÞ

(8)

ð
m 2 3
p? ¼
v fd v;
2 ?
ð

2p? þ pk m  2
¼
v? þ v2jj fd3 v:
p¼
3
3

1
B  r  P:
enB2

Using (13) one finds the divergence of the stress tensor in the
form

We have used also
mhv2k i ¼ T;

(14)

where the stress tensor contribution is

(7)

where the vector M (magnetization vector) is a magnetic
moment per unit of volume
M¼

V ¼ VE þ Vp þ Vp ;

(12)

where P is the stress (viscosity) tensor in the CGL form20


1
(13)
P ¼ ðpjj  p? Þ bb  I :
3
The contribution of the stress tensor to the electron drift velocity has the same nature as the diamagnetic drift and has to
be added to the fluid drift. From Eq. (12), one has

V? ¼

Eb
1
ðpjj  p? Þ

b  rp 
B  r? ln B
enB2
B
enB
1
B  rðpjj  p? Þ:
(18)
þ
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This expression also can be written in the form
V? ¼ VE 

1
1
B  rp? 
pjj  p? ÞB  r? ln B:
2
enB
enB2 ð
(19)

The additional terms in Eq. (18) (the third and fourth terms)
due to pressure anisotropy are of the same nature as the
standard diamagnetic drift (the second term) and thus are
components of the total diamagnetic drift.
IV. ANISOTROPIC PRESSURE AND THE FORCE
BALANCE

The effects of the anisotropic pressure also manifest
themselves in the force (momentum) balance and in energy
equations. The full system of continuity, momentum, and
energy balance equations that take into account full diamagnetic terms, anisotropic pressure, and non-uniform magnetic
field can be derived from the lowest order drift-kinetic equation in the form






@f
dR
@ dvk
@
dv2?
f þ 2
f ¼ 0; (20)
þr
f þ
@t
dt
@vk dt
@v? dt
where R is the guiding center coordinate. The drift equations
written for the case of low pressure plasma have the form14
dR
¼ vk b þ vE þ vd ;
dt

(21)
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dvk q
1
¼ E  b þ v2? r  b þ vk vE  r ln B;
dt
m
2

(22)

one has the total momentum balance for the quasineutral
plasma in the following form:

dv2?
¼ v2? vk r  b þ v2? vE  r ln B:
dt

(23)

me nðVe  rÞVe þ mi nðVi  rÞVi ¼ J  B  rpe  r  P:
(30)

These equations conserve the phase space volume as follows
from Hamiltonian nature of this system:


 
 
dR
@ dvk
@ dv2?
¼ 0:
(24)
þ
r
þ 2
dt
@vk dt
@v? dt
2

Taking moments of Eq. (20) with the ð1; v; v Þ weights,
one obtains the reduced continuity, momentum balance, and
energy equations, respectively. The full system of these
equations is given in Ref. 21.
It was shown that the mirror force may affect the potential distribution in the Hall thruster.9 The mirror force is
related to the second term on the right hand side of Equation
(22). However, the equation for the evolution of the perpendicular energy (23) has a related term to maintain the conservation of the phase space: this is the first term on the right
hand side of Equation (23). Thus, the mirror force in the parallel momentum balance equation appears from both terms,
in Eqs. (22) and (23), corresponding to the stress tensor21
me n

dVjj
¼ enEjj  rjj p  b  r  P;
dt

(25)

where rjj ¼ b  r is the parallel gradient operator and
Ejj ¼ b  E. Using the expression (13), one finds
b  r  P ¼ ðpjj  p? Þb  r ln B þ b  rðpjj  p? Þ; (26)
and
me n

dVjj
¼ enEk  rk pjj þ ðpjj  p? Þb  r ln B:
dt

(27)

This expression shows that the mirror force in the parallel momentum balance manifests itself via the pressure anisotropy.
It is of interest to look at the total force balance in quasineutral plasmas. For unmagnetized cold ions, the respective
momentum balance equation has the form
mi nðVi  rÞVi ¼ enðE þ Vi  BÞ:

(28)

We have neglected here the ion pressure and ion viscous
stress, r  Pi and assumed the stationary state, @=@t ¼ 0.
Equation (28) emphasizes the electrostatic mechanism of ion
acceleration. Note that Equation (28) does include the
Lorentz force effects on ions, though small it can be noticeable in some applications, e.g., in Hall thrusters. The only
assumption made in Eq. (28) is neglecting of the thermal
pressure and thermal spread of the distribution function; the
latter would lead to the finite ion viscosity term. The respective electron equation is
me nðVe  rÞVe ¼ enðE þ Ve  BÞ  rpe  r  P; (29)
which now includes the pressure and viscosity of finite temperature electrons. Summing the electron and ion equations,

From (13), one can find the following expression for the
force due to pressure anisotropy:
r  P ¼ ðpjj  p? Þðbr  b þ b  rbÞ
1

þ b b  rðpjj  p? Þ  rðpjj  p? Þ:
3

(31)

The momentum balance in the form of Equation (30)
emphasizes the electromagnetic nature of the ion acceleration in Hall devices.23 The momentum deposited into the
ions, mi nðVi  rÞVi ultimately comes from the J  B force
due to the interaction of the plasma current and the magnetic
field created by the magnetic coils. It is this force that is
transmitted to the hardware of the Hall thruster. In situations
when the electron diamagnetic current (including the anisotropic components) is large, the diamagnetic forces ultimately affect the discharge characteristics, in particular, the
ion acceleration as in Hall thrusters. It is worth noting that
the electron inertial forces, me nðVe  rÞVe , in particular, the
centrifugal radial force may also affect the ion acceleration
and deflection for supersonic rotation of electrons.24
V. SUMMARY

The importance of the diamagnetic, curvature, and magnetic gradient drifts in modern magnetrons was noted in Ref.
1, where it has been shown that the electron drift velocity
associated with diamagnetic terms and magnetic field inhomogeneities can reach or exceed the E  B velocity. In this
article, we point out that the standard diamagnetic drift (due
to the isotropic pressure gradient) and curvature/gradient
drifts are different representation of the same phenomena,
and, for Maxwellian plasma, do not explicitly involve
magnetic field gradients. In a general case, with anisotropic
pressure, the diamagnetic drift as given by the last three
terms in Equation (18) gives the full account of the thermal
drifts. This also includes the additional term due to the
pressure anisotropy that explicitly involves the magnetic gradients. Such terms are additive to the standard diamagnetic
drift and may be important for plasmas with the pressure
anisotropy which may develop due to the boundary sheath
losses along the magnetic field, secondary electron emission,
and electron acceleration in the sheath due to biasing.
Elucidation of the role of the pressure anisotropy in the electron drift velocity and momentum balance is one of the main
results of this paper.
The pressure anisotropy in combination with magnetic
gradients provides additional contribution to the momentum
balance and thus will affect the potential distribution in Hall
thrusters.5,9,10 Such modification may violate the simple
assumption of the thermalized potential.22 The anisotropic
pressure contribution (the last term in Eq. (27)) has to be
included to describe the variation of the electric potential
along the magnetic field lines.
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For typical HPIMS magnetron parameters, such as in Refs.
1 and 7, the E  B drift velocity was estimated to be of the
order of 1  2  105 m/s, for B ¼ 60 mT and E ¼ 104 V/m.
For the characteristic length scale of the magnetic field
inhomogeneity R ¼ 10 mm, R ’ jrB=Bj1 ; the magnitude
of the curvature and gradient drift vd ’ me v2 =ðeBÞr ln B
¼ T=ðeBRÞ ’ v2Te =ðxce RÞ; will be small for the relatively
cold bulk plasma with the electron temperature of few eV,
e.g., for Te ¼ 1 eV and B ¼ 60 mT, vd ’ 1:6  103 m/s.
The standard diamagnetic velocity for these parameters Vp
¼ 1=ðenBÞrpe will be of the same order if one assumes the
pressure gradient length scale to be of the order of R,
jrp=pj ’ R1 . However, for the highly energetic electrons
accelerated by the voltage drop in the sheath, the general diamagnetic drift can be much higher and comparable or larger
than the E  B drift velocity. Thus for Ve ’ 500 eV, the diamagnetic drift would be two orders of magnitude higher than
the value of vd ’ 1:6  103 m/s for cold Te ¼ 1 eV plasma.
The pressure of the electrons accelerated in the biased sheath
is likely to be highly anisotropic. As noted above, the
diamagnetic contributions from such high energy electrons
have to be calculated taking into account pressure anisotropy
and magnetic field gradients, as shown by two last terms in
Equation (19).
For the parameters of the Hall thruster in Ref. 13, at the
location of the maximum of the magnetic field, B ¼ 90 G and
E ¼ 104 V/m, and the E  B drift velocity is of the order
of 1  106 m/s. At this location, the electron temperature
Te ’ 20 eV and the characteristic pressure gradient R
’ jrpe =pe j1 ’ 10 mm. For these parameters, the diamagnetic drift velocity Vp ¼ 1=ðenBÞrpe ’ 2  105 m/s is
smaller than the E  B drift. However, closer to the anode,
the electric field drops faster than the electron temperature
and the diamagnetic drift velocity quickly becomes larger
than the E  B drift. The important point is that the electron
distribution function in Hall thruster can be strongly anisotropic due to the directional injection of electrons from the
cathode13,25 as well as due to secondary electron emission
and sheath depletion.17,18 Therefore, the total diamagnetic
drift in these conditions should be evaluated taking into
account the full pressure anisotropy and magnetic gradients,
as given in Equation (19).
The above estimates show that pressure anisotropy and
magnetic field gradients should be fully included in

J. Appl. Phys. 119, 243306 (2016)

calculations of the total electron drift velocity for typical experimental conditions and have to be incorporated into the
fluid models simulations.4,26
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